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The Columbia Water Supply Project successfully navigated
environmental permitting challenges to provide a new
raw water intake and pump station that provides the City
of Pasco the water supply they need to reliably meet the
water demands of their growing City for many years to
come.

Installation of the raw water intake pipe and screen
required the use of Best Management Practices (BMPs)
during construction and procuring extensive environmental
assessments, permitting, and easements during design to
protect endangered species in the Columbia River aquatic
habitat.
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C O M P L E T I O N D AT E

C O M M U N I T Y R E L AT I O N S

Multiple unanticipated challenges delayed acquiring
permits and finalizing design plans. These challenges
were successfully addressed through close coordination
between the City, Murraysmith, and regulatory permitting
agencies.

Adjacent property owners were coordinated with
continuously during construction to keep them updated on
construction activities and to address any concerns.
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AC C O M P L I S H M E N TS

C O N ST R U C T I O N M A N AG E M E N T &
S U S TA I N A B I L I T Y

During the design process, the City started having
biological growth problems at their existing intake
structures and, therefore, the design incorporated
provisions for allowing either an air burst style screen
system or a rotating brush screen system. This allowed
the City to choose their preferred option based on the two
alternative systems bid by the Contractor.

The City of Pasco prefers to use a Construction Manager
that was not involved in the original design process. Gray
& Osborn provided construction management services
during the project. Funding for the project was provided
by the State of Washington Drinking Water State Revolving
Fund. Many sustainable materials and methods were used
throughout construction.

Section 7

Section 8
A D D I T I O N A L C O N S I D E R AT I O N S

Section 4
SAFETY PERFORMANCE
Apollo has a strong commitment to safety and adhered
to a project specified 432-page safety manual throughout
construction.

A Finite Element Analysis of the suspended top slab,
where the five vertical turbine pumps are located,
was conducted, and it was determined that 1,200 rpm
pumps would be required so that slab harmonics were
significantly different than the operating speed of the
pumps.

1. INTRODUCTION
Faced with a growing population
the City of Pasco needed additional
potable water capacity to meet
the demands of one of the fastest
growing populations in the State
of Washington. In 2010, the City
of Pasco constructed a new water
treatment plant in West Pasco
utilizing membrane-style water
treatment with raw water sourced
from the Columbia River.
During the preliminary planning
of the treatment plant, the City
recognized that building a new
raw water intake structure on the
Columbia River would present
significant challenges involving
extensive environmental permitting.
With that, the team decided to
provide a temporary raw water
supply by installing a 24-inch
diameter pipeline and adding two
pumps to an existing irrigation
intake and pump station. This

was intended to provide enough
capacity to initially source the
treatment plant for about 7 to
10 years. It also provided the
City additional time to plan,
design, and conduct the necessary
environmental assessments to
obtain environmental permits and
easements for a new raw water
intake structure.

Title of Entry: Columbia Water
Supply Project

This important project successfully
navigated all the environmental
permitting challenges to provide
the new raw water intake structure
and pump station needed to provide
a reliable water source to meet
the capacity needs of the City for
decades to come. Installation of the
intake included an 80-foot-deep
concrete wet well structure built
with secant piles, micro-tunneling
approximately 220 feet of intake
pipe, installation of a stainless steel
brush screen assembly, and an intake

Primary Design Consultant:
Murraysmith

Project Location: Pasco,
Washington
Project Purpose: New Raw Water
Intake and Pump Station
Completion Date: January 2019
Engineering Design: $649,209
Construction Cost: $7,474,938
Managing Agency: City of Pasco

Construction Manager: Gray &
Osborne
Prime Contractor: Apollo, Inc
Additional Team Members:
•

R&W Engineering

•

McMillan-Jacobs

•

Geotechnical Resources, Inc

•

PBS, Environmental Science
Associates

•

Cultural Resource Consultants

•

Shannon & Wilson (CM)

•

Conley Engineering (CM)

Project Site During Microtunnel Operations
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pump station building capable of providing up to 20MGD of firm capacity to adequately source the West Pasco Treatment
Plant for all future buildout conditions.
The new intake pump station includes two 250 hp vertical turbine pumps with variable frequency drives and is designed to
accommodate three additional pumps for future expansion. As the City increases capacity at their treatment plant additional
pumps will be added to meet or exceed the capacity of the treatment plant.

PUMP STATION DESIGNED TO PROVIDE

10MGD

initially using 2 pumps
future using 5 pumps

4,500

cubic yards of excavation
for wet well

and

30-inch
diameter pipeline

1,450

25MGD
600 30-inch
feet of

diameter ductile iron pipe

feet of

46-inch

diameter epoxy
coated steel
intake pipe

230

18.5K lbs of

cubic yards of
concrete poured

30-inch

1,590
37
13

plants

ductile iron
fittings installed

feet of electrical
conduit installed

shrubs

trees
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1,100

9K
feet of
chemical
feed piping
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In memoriam
The successful completion of this project
includes many individuals that were listed
throughout this application. Each and every
member of this team performed with distinction
in an effort to ensure that their individual and
group involvement completed their associated
parts, but with every project there is one
individual who, because of their passion and
focus, helps guide, support, coordinate, and rally,
often from a place outside of the spotlight. For
this project, that champion was Al Potter who
was a Senior Project Engineer for the City of
Pasco.
Al did not live to see the completion of this
project, but his involvement was instrumental to
its success. City staff, as well as the citizens of
Pasco, are indeed fortunate to have had Al for
the short time we did. Al’s efforts are a testament
to the power of a single individual and are
representative of public works employees who
often work without recognition of the service
they provide to those they serve.
Although he would not allow this if he were here,
the City staff would like to say:
“Thank you Al, not just for this water intake facility
but for making us all better engineers and people.”
- Dan Ford, City Engineer

Public Works Project of the Year | January 2019

Plaque located at the new intake pump station
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2. COMPLETION DATE
Property Acquisition, Permitting,
and Design Schedule
The initial schedule in the design
services contract anticipated the
design being completed in September
2013 with construction completed
at the end of 2014. This schedule
was extended due to unanticipated
challenges that delayed acquiring the
project site property and the necessary
environmental permits, therefore
delaying the completion of final plans.
Murraysmith and their design team
worked closely with the City to address
these challenges and work flexibly with
an ever-changing schedule.
The first challenge was that no property
acquisition was initially anticipated by
the City, as the project plan assumed
that the intake would be located in
a Washington State Department of
Transportation (WSDOT) right-ofway within which the existing intake
was already located. In that case,
the new intake would require only a
modification to the existing WSDOT
easement. Preliminary design led to the
conclusion that the preferred location
was outside the WSDOT easement,

on private property. The City needed
a few months to negotiate a purchase
and sale agreement with the property
owners, therefore, the 60 percent
design was delayed until the purchase
was approved by the City Council. The
60 percent design was needed to start
the environmental review process.
The second challenge was an
unexpected need for a formal
environmental review process. It was
originally believed that environmental
review would only require informal
consultation with NOAA Fisheries
and with US Fish and Wildlife Service
(USFWS) due to the new intake’s close
proximity to the existing intake and
the fact that the design would use lowimpact approaches specifically chosen
to reduce the amount of in-water
work and associated adverse impacts
to fish and other wildlife. However,
based on the 60 percent design, the
US Army Corps of Engineers (USACE)
determined that formal consultation
was required and that a 90 percent
design was necessary to conduct
those formal consultations. The City
then hired the USACE to manage the

formal consultation process. Obtaining
a decision from the USACE and the
following negotiations and agreement
between the City and the USACE to
manage that consultation resulted
in a delay of about nine months.
Murraysmith prepared and submitted
a 90 percent design package that was
used for the environmental review
process in July 2014. The formal
environmental review process took
about 18 months to complete.
While the environmental review
was being conducted, the City
conducted a constructability review
of the 90 percent design, finalized
after the environmental review was
completed. The City, Murraysmith,
and the engineer conducting the
constructability review all agreed
that the final design would benefit
from additional geotechnical work.
Completing this additional field
work added several months to the
design period. Design was complete
in November of 2016 and the project
opened bids from contractors the next
month.

Pump station building designed and built to blend into adjacent neighborhood
Public Works Project of the Year | January 2019
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Construction Schedule
The construction period in the original
schedule was 15 months. This period was
based on the availability of two annual inwater work window (IWWW) periods. The
original assumption was that pile driving
could be conducted in the summer
IWWW if bidding and mobilization
occurred too close to the winter IWWW
to allow pile driving in the winter period.
The formal environmental review process
resulted in pile driving activities being
restricted to only the winter in-water
work window. With bidding conducted
in the winter of 2016/2017, the
construction schedule was extended by
six months to allow for pile driving in the
winter 2017/2018 IWWW, installation
of the intake screen in the summer 2018
IWWW, and completion of all other
works after that period. In addition, the
contract required that replacement of
the raw water pipe and startup of the
facility could only be conducted during
low water demand periods. This required
extending the contract nine months (to
24 months total) so these activities could
be completed in the winter of 2018/2019.
The Contractor, Apollo, received notice
to proceed on March 14, 2017 and Final
Completion of the project is required
by March 18, 2019. No time extensions
were provided to the Contractor and they
are on track to finish by the completion
deadline. Startup of the Pump Station
Facility was completed in January 2019.

CONSTRUCTION TIMELINE
MAY 2017
»» Microtunnel 46-inch
diameter intake pipe
»» Install turbidity curtain

AUGUST 2017
Pour wet-well fascia wall

OCTOBER 2017
»» Pour suspended top slab
»» Conduits for pump
station building and pour
building slab

DECEMBER 2017

»» Install chemical injection lines
»» Install trusses and roof
framing, drive protection piles
for the intake screen

FEBRUARY 2018
»» Begin electrical equipment
& HVAC installation
»» Curb, sidewalk, and ADA
ramp installed

APRIL 2018
»» Interior and exterior
coatings finished
»» HVAC and electrical
installation complete

JUNE 2018
Public Works Project of the Year | January 2019

Secant pile installation

JULY 2017
In-water retrieval of
microtunnel cutting head

SEPTEMBER 2017
»» Install intake 90-degree
bend and knife gate valve
»» Install Shoring Towers

NOVEMBER 2017
»» Demolition of existing 24”
pipeline and install 30”
pipeline and conduit bank
(treatment plant offline)
»» Install piles for screen support
& install intake screen
»» Install pump station CMU
walls & pumps

JANUARY 2018
»» Test and chlorinate 30” pipeline
& connection to treatment plant
»» Finish conduit bank install
& treatment plant back in
operation
»» Install site utilities & plumbing

MARCH 2018
»» Landscaping complete,
fence installed, Court Street
paved
»» Pump station piping

MAY 2018
»» Preliminary equip. testing
»» Final testing delayed until
winter when water demand
is lower
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3. CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT & SUSTAINABILITY
Construction schedule, management, and control techniques
For Construction Management services, the City prefers
to use a third party engineering consultant that was
not involved with the project during design to provide
independent oversight, while also retaining the Design
Engineer to provide technical assistance (RFIs, submittals,
O&M preparation, record drawings, startup, etc).
The City of Pasco elected to have Gray & Osborne, Inc.
provide construction management services during the
project. These services included resident inspection,
electrical inspection document control, weekly construction
meetings and the preparation of meeting minutes, progress
estimates, change order review and processing, etc. Most
importantly, these services included coordination between
the City of Pasco, the contractor, and the design engineer.
Start-up of the facility was completed about two months
prior to the expiration of contract time, and the contractor
is on track to compete the project on time. There were no
increases in contract time associated with any of the change
orders processed.
A web-based construction management system (CMS)
was utilized for document control and archiving. This online system was accessed by the owner’s project staff, the
contractor, the design engineer, and various subconsultants
involved with the project. All project documents generated
during construction were posted to the CMS. The system
provided a convenient way for posting and viewing daily
inspections reports, weekly equipment logs, weekly
contractor manpower logs, daily project photos, submittal
drawing review and responses, posting of RFIs and the
responses from the design engineer, change order requests

and final change orders, construction schedules, special
inspection reports, contract specifications and contract
drawings, and other construction related documentation.
The contractor presented a detailed look-ahead schedule
at each weekly construction meeting and this provided an
advanced planning document for support activities such
as special inspections and coordination with the water
treatment plant personnel for planned outages, etc.
Contractor payment requests were reviewed by the
Construction Manager, the Design Engineer, and electrical
subconsultants.
The project was funded through the State of Washington
Drinking Water State Revolving Fund (DWSRF) which
required adherence to federal “Buy American” provisions
as well as State and Federal labor laws. In addition to
construction document control, the construction manager
provided services for the review and tracking of contractor
certified payrolls, checking of certified payrolls through
construction staff interviews by trade, and record keeping
of the information for future audits. The contractor posted
weekly certified payrolls to the CMS and they were reviewed
by the Construction Manager. The resident inspector
performed the field interviews of construction staff to verify
payments matched the certified payrolls.
The Construction Management consultant, the Design
Engineer, the City, and the Contractor worked well together
as a team to work through construction related issues to
provide a reliable facility that will provide the City with the
ability meet the growing needs of their water system.

All rebar is 100% recycled iron and steel
Public Works Project of the Year | January 2019
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Use of alternative materials, practices of funding that
demonstrates a commitment to sustainability
During construction, the State of Washington’s Legislature
came to a funding impasse and funding for all DWSRF projects
ground to a halt. This shortfall began on July 21, 2017, and
lasted approximately 6 months until January of 2018, in the
midst of multi-million dollar construction activities on the
Columbia Water Supply Project. Specialty contractors were
onsite, including the microtunneling contractor and the inwater contractor with their barge and mounted crane, ready
for retrieval of the microtunnel cutting head. Shutting down
the project would have had disastrous consequences as sending
these expensive specialty subconsultants home only to remobilize them at a later date would have been extremely costly.
Additional permitting would also have been required for the
delay to the in-water-work, and the entire project likely would
have been delayed by a year or possibly multiple years as new
USACE nationwide permits would have required additional
environmental assessments to be completed. To prevent
contractor demobilization during the middle of construction
and avoid the risk of a longer delay, the City decided to resume
the project with funding from their own reserves, proving their
commitment to sustainability.
The water supply pipeline and fittings are manufactured from
ductile iron, which is made from 100 percent recycled scrap
iron and steel, and is recyclable after its long, useful life.
Similarly, the steel intake pipe and all steel rebar is also made
from 100 percent recycled scrap. Construction of the walls
of the pump station building used Concrete Masonry Units
(CMU), which is a long lasting and extremely durable material.
Due to its durability and long-life expectancy, it is considered
a sustainable material when compared to wood framed
construction. In addition, the masonry units are relatively
energy efficient materials and therefore can reduce the amount
of HVAC required.

46-inch diameter steel pipe made with
100% recycled material

Microtunnel pipe

Sustainable Approach to Construction Management
Since the CMS is based upon documents posted to it in PDF
format, the system significantly reduces the amount of paper
reproduction and mailings. All documents are reviewed and
responded to through the CMS in PDF format. The significant
reduction in use of paper results in a sustainable approach to
managing a construction project.
Public Works Project of the Year | January 2019
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4. SAFETY PERFORMANCE
Safety During Construction

•

Emergency Response

During construction of the Columbia
Water Supply Project, Apollo had a single
recorded injury during over 19,000 manhours. This equates to a safety rating
of 0.05 per 1,000 hours, which is very
respectable for a project that includes
specialty construction techniques. Apollo
has a strong commitment to provide an
Injury Free Workplace and takes safety of
their people very seriously. In addition,
their safety philosophy includes the intent
to eliminate any non-permitted discharges
or releases with respect to the environment
with a summarized mission statement of
“We cannot, and will not, hurt our people and/
or the environment”.

•

Personal Protective Equipment

•

Fall Protections and Walking Surfaces

•

Fire Prevention

•

Confined Space Entry

•

Excavation, Trenching, and Shoring

•

Electrical Safety

•

Respiratory Protection

•

And many more important topics
related to safety.

Contractor Commitment to Safety
For the Columbia Water Supply Project,
Apollo developed a 432-page project specific
safety manual that includes 44 different
chapters with subjects such as:
•

Injury Free Workplace

•

Drug Free Workplace

•

Pre-job Safety Planning

This safety manual provides guidance to
Apollo staff for proper procedures to follow
to create a safe work site. This manual was
strictly adhered to throughout construction.
Apollo has developed core values to
identify who they are and what they stand
for as a company. Safety is identified first
in their core value list, which indicates
the importance of safety for them as an
organization. The City, Murraysmith, and
the Construction Manager also believe that
safety is one of the most important features
on a construction site and having good
safety protocols is typically conducive to
quality workmanship.

Safety rating for
this project was
0.05 per 1,000
hours. With
19,089 hours,
there was one
recordable injury.

Microtunneling intake pipe from bottom of secant excavation
Public Works Project of the Year | January 2019
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5. ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS
Endangered Species Act and Best Management
Practices

permits, environmental and biological assessments, and
easements were required and obtained:

Installation of an intake structure in a river has the
potential to cause significant damage to aquatic life by
causing turbidity during excavation activities, and harmful
acoustics and vibration during pile driving activities for
intake supports. In accordance with Section 7 of the
Endangered Species Act (ESA) of 1973, damage to Bull
Trout (Salvelinus Confluentus) that reside in the Columbia
River is of particular concern. Best Management Practices
(BMPs) and impact minimization measures were utilized to
reduce the impacts to the farthest extent possible.

•

Army Corp of Engineers Environmental Assessment
(EA) and Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI)

•

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA) National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS)
Endangered Species Act and Magnusson-Stevens
Fishery Conservation and Management Act Essential
Fish Habitat-Biological Opinion

•

United States Fish and Wildlife Service Endangered
Species Act-Biological Opinion

•

Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife Joint
Aquatic Permit Application (JARPA) and Hydraulic
Project Approval (HPA)

•

Army Corp of Engineers Nationwide Permit (NWP)
1, Aids to Navigation for a Private Aid for Navigation
(PATON)

•

Army Corp of Engineers Nationwide Permit (NWP) 12,
Utility Line Activities

•

Washington Department of Ecology Shoreline
Substantial Development Permit (SDP)

•

City of Pasco Special Permit for installation of a Public
Works facility in a Residential Transition (RT) District

To preserve and protect the environment and to minimize
impacts to aquatic life, trenchless technologies were
used for installation of the river intake pipe. This greatly
minimized environmental disturbances to the river habitat
and its bank. In particular the trenchless installation
greatly minimized the area of impact and the generation of
suspended solids/turbidity when compared to installation
via open cutting (trenching) or flow diversion.
Permitting Requirements
Extensive environmental permitting was conducted during
the design phase for allowing the in-water work and
protecting fish habitat during construction. The following

Microtunnel cutting head
Public Works Project of the Year | January 2019

Intake screen on barge prior to installation
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•

Army Corp of Engineers Easement

•

Washington Department of Natural Resources Easement

•

City of Pasco Building and Erosion Control Permits

For trenchless installation of the intake pipe, an 80-foot
deep and 27-foot inside diameter secant pile wall shoring
system was installed at the pump station site to excavate
down to the necessary elevation for microtunnel installation
of the pipe out to the Columbia River. A tremie seal slab and
temporary thrust block were poured to mount and support
the microtunneling equipment frame. Approximately 230
feet of ¾-inch thick 46-inch outside diameter epoxy coated
steel pipe was installed using the trenchless microtunneling
methods.

52-inch intake pipe via microtunneling and retrieval of the
microtunnel cutting head. The second in-water work period
was from December 15th, 2017 to February 28th, 2018, and
included installation of driven piles for the intake screen
structural supports, installation of the stainless-steel screen
assembly, installation of river level sensors and inspections
of the pipeline and screen system following installation. A
third in water work period was available from July 16th,
2018 to September 30th, 2018, however the Contractor was
able to perform all work in the first two in-water periods and
did not utilize the third period.

In-water Work
The in-water work required two separate in-water work
periods during construction. The in-water work required
two separate in-water work periods during construction.
The first in-water work period was from July 16th, 2017
to September 30th, 2017, and included installation of the

Screen protection buoys

I-182

Project site during microtunnel head retrieval
Public Works Project of the Year | January 2019
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Turbidity
curtain

Floating barge with crane for microtunnel head retrieval and
turbidity curtain for suspended solid containment

The following mitigation and monitoring efforts were
conducted to meet permit requirements and minimize
environmental impacts such as noise, vibration, and
turbidity that can harm or kill fish and other river wildlife:
•

Turbidity curtain to contain sediment from leaving the
work site

•

Turbidity monitoring downstream of the work site to
confirm permit conditions were met

•

Bubble curtain system during pile driving to largely
contain the underwater pressure waves, generated by
percussion pile driving, that can kill fish. However, the
Contractor was able to drive all piles using vibratory pile
driving measures so the bubble curtain provided was
above and beyond protective measure.

•

Acoustic monitoring was required by the permit
conditions. However, since the Contractor was able to
use vibratory installation methods, the City coordinated
closely with the regulatory agencies and the acoustic
monitoring requirement was waived.

Public Works Project of the Year | January 2019

•

A floating barge was used to provide the turbidity
curtain and bubble curtain systems that minimized
the harmful effects to fish. In addition, the barge was
fitted with a crane and was used for retrieval of the
microtunnel cutting head and for installation of the
stainless steel screen assembly.

Intake Screen Assembly
In addition to the protection and monitoring measures
utilized during construction, the stainless-steel intake
screen assembly is designed to protect fish and aqueous
habitat. The screen is provided with a mechanical brush
screen for cleaning which is more fish friendly than air
or water burst systems. The intake pipeline was sized for
low velocities at the final buildout capacity of the facility
and meets regulatory limits so fish are not affected by the
suction effects caused by higher velocities. In addition, the
low velocities help limit the amount of sediment pulled
through the screen and into the intake pipe.

| 13

Profile view of secant wet well, microtunneling pipe, intake screen assembly, and support piles.

6. COMMUNITY RELATIONS
Coordination and Outreach with Neighbors
Property owners adjacent to the Intake Pump Station were
contacted early in the design process and were aware of the
upcoming project. As discussed previously, the property for
the new facility was purchased from one of these property
owners.
Harris Farms is located adjacent to and on the north side of
the project and sells fresh produce and farm products during
the summer months. Construction activities did not impede
farm operations during their busy summer months. A few
private residences are located a few hundred feet south of
the project on the south side of I-182. Construction did
not significantly impact these owners except for a period
when Court Street under I-182 had to be closed for the
transmission main and conduit bank construction. The
contractor worked closely with these property owners
to notify them of roadway shut downs. In addition, the
Public Works Project of the Year | January 2019

resident inspector for the construction manager worked
diligently to keep these property owners informed of
construction activities. Access to these residences were
kept open at all times during construction, including during
the Court Street shutdown work. These owners and the
contractor worked closely to plan for closures well in advance
of the need to close the street.
Keeping Neighbors Happy
At one point early in the construction process, the property
owner on the south side of the project voiced concern that
an area on the opposite side of Court Street could cause
flooding at his residence if a rain or snow event were to occur
during the winter or from a downpour. The site inspector
relayed this information to the contractor and the drainage
channel was reconstructed, and the property owner was very
appreciative.
| 14

7. ACCOMPLISHMENTS
Screen Options to Reduce Milfoil
Attachment
One challenge that developed late in
the design process was an increase in
milfoil at the project site. Milfoil is
a very aggressive aquatic plant that
grows quickly and can clog an intake
screen. At the preliminary design
stage, the option of specifying rotating
screens with internal and external
brushes for mechanical cleaning to
remove attached biological growth was
discussed with the City. At that time,
the City had experienced no problems
with milfoil growth on either of their
existing intakes in the Columbia
River and City staff that conducted
underwater inspections had seen no
indication of milfoil in the vicinity.
Since there are more manufacturers of
screens that use air burst cleaning, it
was decided at the preliminary design
stage to design around air burst to
allow for a more competitive bidding
process.
As the environmental review process
was nearing completion, the City began
experiencing serious problems from

milfoil attachment to both existing
intakes. Between the 90 percent and
final design stages, Murraysmith and
the City worked closely together to
quickly find a solution that would
not cause further delay in the project.
They jointly conducted analysis of the
problem and developed a modification
to the design that would reduce the
chances of biological attachment but
still allow for competitive bidding. The
final design allowed for both air burst
cleaning of fixed screens, but only if
the screen was constructed of a 90/10
Cu-Ni alloy that has been shown to
resist biological attachment, and also
rotating screens with internal and
external brushes to remove attached
biological growth. The lower cost
screen option was the brush screen
system, which was the option chosen
by the City.
Adverse Soil Conditions
During construction, adverse site
and soil conditions were encountered
while installing the 30-inch raw water
transmission main from the intake
pump station to the treatment plant.

Milfoil sample
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The transmission main was installed
at an invert depth of between 11 feet
to 14 feet, in order to avoid crossing
utilities, and the available corridor was
very congested with existing utilities.
The adverse conditions encountered
during installation included:
• Sand used for backfill on adjacent
and crossing pipelines caused
shoring difficulties and sloughing
of trench walls.
• Multiple utilities were unlocated,
including abandoned pipelines.
• Native material was prone to
sloughing.
• City preferred thrust blocks at
bends and this was found to not
be an option in many locations
due to lack of good native soil to
pour thrust blocks against. Bell
restraints were utilized as an
alternative approach to provide
thrust restraint.
The Contractor successfully managed
the conditions and was able to
minimize the amount of extra
excavation and backfilling by carefully
shoring the trench and stabilizing

Milfoil wiped away by hand on an existing intake screen
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adjacent and crossing utilities. They also minimized any damage
to unlocated utilities that were encountered and worked around
the conflicts. The City was also able to document the unlocated
utilities for use in future projects.
Subsurface Challenges
Geotechnical investigations completed during the design
phase indicated that the subsurface soil conditions included
sand, gravelly sand and gravel, and clayey silt along with dense
cobbles. The cobbles were a significant concern for both the
secant pile wall installation and the microtunneling installation.
Early in secant pile wall construction some cobble material
was encountered and caused difficulty for the installation of
the casings for primary piles. Therefore, larger vibro-hammer
equipment was brought in to successfully install the casings
through the challenging material. Two of the 5/8-inch thick
steel casings were completely sheered approximately 30 feet
below grade during removal and was partially left in place. The
subsurface materials caused extra friction during the removal
which contributed to significant sheer forces on the casing pipe
and subsequent failure of the casing pipe. These casings were
left in place and did not cause any challenges or concerns for
other portions of the work.
Site Constraints
The small size of the site was a significant site condition
challenge, especially during secant wall installation and the
microtunneling work when a large amount of heavy-duty
equipment was on site. In addition, the site is located adjacent
to residential neighbors so limiting noise, light, and other
neighborhood nuisances was an accomplishment during all
phases of the work.

Challenging soil conditions and adjacent utilities during
pipeline installation

Very small site during intake pipe installation

Although the small site size was a challenge for construction,
it was an improvement from the initial plan to construct
the intake within the existing WSDOT right of way on an
even smaller, significantly sloped site. Thus, the challenges
encountered – and successfully addressed – in constructing on
the small site ultimately selected for this intake justified the
decision to move the intake upslope to a small parcel on flat
ground rather than construct the works on an even smaller
parcel on steeply sloping ground immediately adjacent to the
river.
Steel casing from secant installation left in place after
shearing during planned removal
Public Works Project of the Year | January 2019
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8. ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS
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The pump station building is installed on top of the secant pile
wall wet well structure and has a suspended slab that is supported
by the wet well walls. The five pumps for total buildout will be
mounted on this suspended slab. During design of the slab, a
finite element analysis (FEA) was conducted by the Structural
Engineer to determine the natural frequency of the slab. It was
determined that the natural frequency of the slab would have 1st
mode harmonics between 1,300 rpm and 2,150 rpm which could
be magnified by pumps operating within that range on a VFD.
Therefore, it was determined to specify and only allow pumps
with a maximum speed of 1,200 rpm so the slab harmonics would
be significantly outside the range of possible harmonics from
the pumps at all speeds that they will be operated at. A famous
example of this harmonic phenomena is the “Galloping Gertie”
Tacoma Narrows Bridge that had bridge deck harmonics that were
in-sync with certain high wind conditions, resulting in the bridge
collapsing after an earthquake in 1940.
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Permanent Wet Well Structure and Fascia Wall
The secant pile wall system was not only used for shoring
the deep excavation, but was also designed to become
the permanent wet well structure. This was an innovative
design approach to incorporate the temporary shoring
structure into the permanent wet well structure. A concrete
“fascia” wall was constructed on the inside face of the
secant pile wall in order to create a smooth and watertight
structure. Installing formwork, setting rebar and pouring
the fascia walls at up to 80-foot depth below grade provided
significant challenges and required precise sequencing by the
Contractor.

Fascia wall and intake pipe flange

After the fascia walls were constructed, the suspended
pump station slab was built. Setting forms for the underside
of the slab pour and the installation of electrical and
control conduits and plumbing pipe mounted below the
slab required scaffolding towers to be erected. Following
installation of the slab and these utilities, the scaffolding
towers were removed through a 4-foot by 3-foot access
hatch.

Scaffolding for wet well top slab

Secant wall and
microtunneling
sequence plan
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CONSTRUCTION SEQUENCE

Pump station site prior to construction

Secant pile install

Intake 90 bend and knife gate

Suspended slab rebar

Microtunnel

In water work retrieval of microtunnel

Pump piping and building walls

30-inch pipeline

Fascia wall forms and flange

Pump column walls

Pump install

Pump station building

Video of construction: https://youtu.be/eZb-C4hV_t0
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